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About This Game

The puzzle game of the future has arrived! The original best-selling new Puzzle franchise is back in an all new dimension with
its signature Match-3, turn based battles in an insanely addictive and masterful hybrid of RPG and Puzzle genres. Take on the
role of a rogue pilot scouring the galaxy to uncover clues in an intergalactic mystery that affects the fate of the entire universe.

Build up a fleet of ships, discover hundreds of different weapons, and master the new puzzle board!
Key features:

Over 30 hours of gameplay!

All new redesigned Puzzle board

Over 150 different weapons to use to control the board

Customize and build a fleet of ships to master the galaxy

Hundreds of missions within single player game
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Publisher:
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It worked for me Had to do a couple of fixes but it worked got it from this YouTube Video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nv2BRLGWZAU. This game is an absolute blast. I know the game is in early access but
it's already a really solid game. I love the UI, super intuitive. The hand drawn art style is unique and intentional and I love it.
Gives the game an otherworldly feel, and it works. The game mechanics are solid and well developed. Improvements will just be
icing on the cake. The sniper is by far my favorite weapon, getting a headshot is soooo very satisfying. It rivals the satisfaction
that came with a Halo 2\/3 sniper headshot. Just so clean and epic sounding. The sounds and music in this game are absolutely
epic.

I can't wait to see how the game improves, as it's already so so very worth the price tag. Will definitely be begging my friends to
buy a copy, or gifting them a copy, as this game will be incredibly fun with a group.. So I bought this game because I had a
coupon and love point and click adventure games. Even with a coupon I don't think the price was worth it (EDIT: on sale for
$10 from $15 USD). I got all the achievements (less 2) in 6 hours. Every dialogue advancement causes the character sprites to
flicker. Most puzzles are skipable - which on the one had is nice so you don't get stuck, on the other makes the game a lot
shorter. The incentive to complete the puzzles is to get the achievement and your money's worth - although most of them could
be solved with random guesswork and button pushing. And others, when I eventually did figure out what you're supposed to do,
there was no context clue that I could find to hint at that solution (I'm looking at you last puzzle of the game). Without seeing
the achievement title I likely would have been stuck longer.

To make matters worse, I tried to start a new game to see if I could clean up missing achievements - I found on a second
playthrough you get glitched halfway through the game and cannot advance. On a second playthrough, the items in your
inventory that you need to find are greyed out in the hidden object scenes. This is annoying but not game breaking. What does
break the game is when you are in the library and need to solve a simple guess puzzle of putting books on the shelf based on the
author's nationality, the books vanish from your inventory when you click on them. This puzzle cannot be skipped. Exiting the
unbeatable puzzle causes all other inventory items to disappear. I only fixed this by deleting all my save data and starting again -
not a huge loss since I completed the game a second time within an hour.

All that said, I really did have some fun with this game, mostly because there was no guide and I had to figure everything out
myself. But when I look at its faults and the total gameplay time, I'd strongly suggest only buying it when it's on sale, if at all..
Would have felt like a waste of money if I'd gotten it for free.. 
https:\/\/gaming.youtube.com\/watch?v=GiiS6RlA7iE&feature=share

X-Town 3D Game is, well... it's a game i guess. Point your gun left and right and destroy the not fireball fireballs that roam
aroud the Windows 95 grade freeware background. This is probably nothing more than a costly way of promoting the dev's
freeware website and try to lure idiots like me into paying real money as a donation because I'm a curious little bugger that likes
the hurt, and hurt I did.

Props for the balls for doing this though. If it were free for Steam it wouldn't be a probem but it's almost $5 US on here. Of
course if you want to try it, go to the publishers website and download it for free. URL is the publisher's name.. This is the best
Sonic clone imo. I know Freedom Planet exists but Spark has a huge focus on melee combat which appeals to me a lot. Stage
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design is fun, like older Sonics it doesn't focus on going fast 24\/7 and forces you to slowly handle some platforming. It also
incorporates Kirby like powers found in clear crates. These change your attacks and abilites from speed to jump ability and
dashes. This differentiates it so much from generic Sonic clones but this isn't the only trick up the game's sleeve.

A flaw in the Sonic games was enemy design. You touch an enemy, you're hit, killing momentum and platforming. Pretty much
every platformer of the time did that but Spark handles enemy design in such a simple but impactful way: touching enemies
doesn't hurt you but if their attack animation touches you then you take a hit. Helps the fast paced nature a lot and keeps the
momentum going. This also means bosses can have more varied and animated patterns, and the boss design is easily my favorite
part of the game. Some great patterns here, plus they all look amazing. Also very long so far, about 14 stages in and I see no end
coming up.

I'm always up for some OG Sonic but my preferred genre is more action platformer like Ninja Gaiden and Spark combines both
genres so perfectly that it's a crime how so little people talk about it. Freedom Planet has some higher production values but
from a gameplay perspective Spark holds up much better imo. It has the diverse range of powers, nonstop level design, creative
enemies and stage mechanics plus amazing bosses. Plus all the character designs from players to enemies and bosses are way
more creative and interesting here. If you want beautiful graphics, a great chill soundtrack, great mix of the Sonic and side-
scrolling action genres then you have to pick Spark up, especially for #8.. The game is very woth getting in my eyes, it dose have
a learning curve for newer players but some of the players in the community can answer any question you have.

I personaly do wish blind mind spent more time on this game, but the game is one of the best games i ever owned.

I recommend this game to any one that likes deep gameplay.

im also always on the look out for people that will play with me online :)

still waiting for people that will play vanilla im tired of the mod lol... The BEST that this game had to offer as a DLC racer. Not
only is he the cheapest DLC character, but is also a badass-looking karate master who uses 3 different arcade boxes to race
around a track. His speed, acceleration, handling, boost rate, etc. are all great too!

10\/10 Now THIS is a good example of a GREAT DLC.. The standard-bearer for wave shooters currently on the Vive. It builds
really nicely on the infamous demo and has enough depth to keep things interesting. The story, albeit largely irrelevant, is
interesting enough to string the various scenes together.

Still some of the best gunplay to be had on the Vive IMO.

Performance wise it's fairly taxing on the system but it does also look next level.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTBabj04ByU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E400eLQtLEs
. I definitely recommend this DLC. It has lots of cool characters and vehicles.
Overall, I like this pack better than Classic Space.
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First 30 min impression
This is alpha not beta.
No pause, no save and no load. Every time restart from begining!!!
Mouse is slow, handling units hard (select is not alwasy working, need 3-4 trys to select a unit). Kamera is wery slow inaccurate,
klicking on map and you will see that spot to eternity...
Hard to get back to your place.
When you design a work to do for peasant, wait till they start their job, because if you click somewhere else they go there...
No HP bar of units, buildings, no repair for buildings.
You have to keep around a minute over an icon to see what it is, not to much information. Some of the missleading.
In current state absolutely not worth to buy.
No techtree, take a few try to found out what to build and where.
Enemy AI Too fluent, no stucks like in human play, so you will lose easily.
etc.. This game is very fun.. Music to my ears.

Get it already\/10. Sad, only 1 paintjob is avaible for all trucks. Saira is a game I've been waiting to play for years since I don't
really have a ton of money for games and it never went on sale. Was very surprising when it mysteriously showed up as free one
day!

Like many of Nifflas' other games (Within a Deep Forest, the Knytt Series, etc) Saira is a chill puzzle/platformer/exploration
game where you walk around (usually) relaxing environments whilst jumping around and solving puzzles to collect items.

Sometimes the puzzles or platforming can feel a bit more difficult than I'd like, but for the most part I found everything very
easily doable after a few tries (the terminals puzzle in the tech-like area were awful though, IMO). Some platforming segments
can feel a bit more demanding than they are though, specifically the ones that require the flying ability as the timer for the
ability running out feels shorter than it actually is.

There's also two traits it shares with the Knytt series that I feel are worth mentioning. First, the game stars a female character
who I assume is not white, and despite the story revolving around trying to rescue a male friend, lacks any real implied
romanticism, both of which are hugely welcomed changes from the typical "white dude does things and falls in love with girls"
type stuff I'm used to seeing. Second, the game is non-combative and low violence, giving the player no means of attacking and
having the only real "violence" be caused by falling into harmful liquids or touching dangerous fauna, which give a very toned-
down death screen. On those notes, it's probably pretty kid-friendly, didn't think about that until just now.

As for length, it took me 5 hours to 100% it. It's not an extremely long game, but I'm happy with its content.

All in all Saira is a very nice chill game with calming music and visuals, though as I said, its sometimes not as chill as I'd like
due to mild puzzle and platformer frustration.

It's fun, it's chill, it's different, it's worth a try.. This game crashes constantly on both Windows 7 and 8. Trading Cards don't
work. It even froze my laptop and forced me to do a hard reset. The developer doesn't seem too keen on updating or patching
the problems, so I would definitely recommend avoiding this game at any price.
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